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The Diet Designed Just for YouCould the toast you ate for breakfast bring on your afternoon
headache? Could the milk in your coffee cause joint pain and brain fog? Could your healthy tofu
stir-fry slow your metabolism?Yes-there is an age-old, powerful connection between what you
eat and how you feel. Just as no two bodies are the same, no two diets work for everyone. The
only way to discover your ideal diet is to follow an elimination diet that will help you link foods to
symptoms and customize a diet that works for you.Known for their ability to radically improve
overall health, elimination diets are growing in popularity. But there's no definitive book that
explains how to follow one safely and effectively-until now. Written by two authors who are
revered in the alternative health market and functional medicine community, The Elimination Diet
guides you through a proven three-phase program that detoxifies the body and promotes fast
healing:Phase 1: Detoxification--A 2-day liquid fast that includes broths, smoothies, and juices to
calm the immune system and removes toxins from the body.Phase 2: Elimination--For 2 weeks,
you will eliminate potentially inflammatory foods from your diet, which will ease symptoms
quickly.Phase 3: Customization--For 2 months, you will test different foods to see what works for
you and what doesn't, resulting in a tailored diet you can enjoy for life.Complete with over 100
delicious recipes, shopping lists, and meal plans, The Elimination Diet is a complete resource for
you to improve your health and feel better, naturally.

"I've seen time and time again how eating the wrong foods can cause weight gain and fatigue.
THE ELIMINATION DIET makes it easy to pinpoint what foods work best for you - this book a life
changer!"-JJ Virgin, CNS, CHFS, New York Times bestselling author of The Virgin Diet and JJ
Virgin's Sugar Impact Diet"I would highly recommend The Elimination Diet for anyone struggling
with unexplained symptoms of anxiety, chronic pain, or poor digestion."-Alan Christianson,
NMD, New York Times bestselling author of The Adrenal Reset Diet and founder of Integrative
Health.About the AuthorTom Malterre, MS, CN, CFMP is a certified nutritionist who holds two
degrees in nutritional sciences, a Certified Functional Medicine Practitioner and is an educator
for the Institute for Functional Medicine. Learn more at WholeLifeNutrition.net. Alissa Segersten
is a cooking instructor and author of the food blog, NourishingMeals.com, empowering people
with cooking skills and knowledge of whole foods so that they may reconnect with the pleasure
in eating delicious, nourishing food.
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Patricia Brune, “Highly recommended - jam packed with information you will refer to often /
UPDATED MY ACTUAL RESULTS. UPDATE: After referring this book to several friends, I
thought it was time to report back with my results. I did the elimination diet, using the materials
provided in the link below. I had already given up wheat with great results several years ago, but
something was still bothering me. So the week before a three day weekend, I prepped for the
cleanse - alerted my husband, shopped, etc. I do not have a juicer, but I do have a high powered
blender, so I just halved the ingredients for a juice recipe and added coconut water or plain
water and "juiced" in the blender.Then I began using the journal, which I printed out and put in a
three ring binder. I journaled it all. I began to feel better almost within a matter of days.
Inflammation went down, my sinuses began draining, lots of other good things I don't want to go
into detail about publicly. Yes, it is a lot of food prep but you have to ask yourself if you are worth
it. Some of the most valuable lessons I found were: (A) If a food causes me heartburn or
indigestion - it is a sure sign that painful inflammation elsewhere in my body is going to happen;
(B) my almost daily serving of fat free Greek yogurt was causing problems; (C) I am horribly
allergic to eggs! Yes, I've been eating eggs all my life, how could I not know I was allergic? I
think it's like living in the city, and you start to not notice the street noise outside. Now I have
finally pinpointed additional allergies to my wheat allergy and feel so much better. By the way
I'm writing this quite some time after my elimination diet. I had some outpatient surgery recently
and had to go off my NSAIDS, herbs like turmeric, and fish oil for two weeks in advance. I
thought I'd die without my NSAIDS, etc. - but had hardly any twinges whatsoever. That speaks
volumes to me about the value of the information in this book - if the reader uses it. Try it - and
good luck!ORIGINAL REVIEW:I highly recommend this book for help in finding foods you may
be eating that are jeopardizing your health. Tom takes hard biochemical science and breaks it
down for us in terms that a lay person can understand. The book is well edited and has a writing
style that is comprehensible and plausible - no wild claims or false gimmicks here. Alissa rounds
out the book with easy to prepare recipes. I haven't done the full elimination diet yet, but have
been enjoying the recipes and the book. It is a valuable resource.Do yourself a favor and visit
http://wholelifenutrition.net/ and sign up for their newsletters and take advantage of the free
resources provided on the website (look for the red box with the link to "free resources" - I
particularly love the shopping list and quick start guide. I keep a stack of shopping lists in the
kitchen drawer and during the week, while I peruse recipes and run out of ingredients, I simply
check them off of this handy list and bring it to the organic food co-op with me.My naturopathic
physician "turned me on" to Tom and Alissa's first book, The Whole Life Nutrition Cookbook,
when I first consulted at her office. With my ND's guidance and the support from Tom and
Alissa's cookbooks and blog - www.nourishingmeals.com - I have been able to turn my health
around. With this latest offering, I am now ready to get to the root of some nagging problems
and provide healthier meals for my husband and me.Thank you Tom and Alissa - this book is a



gem and so are the supportive materials.”

Steven Atkinson, “Mixed results, but mostly good. I'm about 2/3 of my way through the diet. I'll
update my review when I'm done.The book is a good, quick read. It's a little lighter on content
than I would have preferred. I've heard Tom speak on various podcasts before, and he covers a
lot in those podcasts that he does not cover here. At time I feel like the book was short changed.
For example, he'll cover the oxalates in greens like chard and why you might want toto cut or
eliminate those, but does not mention the same for rice or quinoa. I suppose this is not Tom's
fault. A comprehensive book on all food issue would not only be difficult to write. The breadth
required would make for a huge book. Especially if he wanted to cover contrary points (i.e
paleo).Now the diet. The first 2-4 days was tough. I definitely lacked energy for several days.
Even once I added solid food back. It was also difficult because you need to plan everything
ahead of time. Leaving your meal choices to the last minutes is not a good idea. You'll end up
staring and wanted to take short cuts. You also need to bring your own food with you at least until
you add nightsides back (at which point we could eat at Chipotles).My digestive issue almost
completely disappeared. However, they've crept back in slowly. I'm not entirely sure what caused
it because they were so mild and gradual that I could not pinpoint anything.There are some
foods I'm really missing. Eggs, corn tortillas, and wine being the main ones. It's probably not a
bad idea to drop wine for a couple of months every now and again, but I miss my eggs. Breakfast
get's a bit boring. I'm not crazy about a lot of the recipes. I've settled on alternating between
shakes and a ground beef with sweet potato hash (which would be much better with a fried egg
on top!!). Overall the recipes are ok, but you need to follow the diet for 2 months. So you'll be
repeated you're favorites one, or improvising your own.I have, though, developed some better
lunch and dinner habits and meals. For a least one dinner during the week we made a big
veggie, turkey stir fry and mix in a cup or so of brown rice. This makes a great leftover lunch as
well. When not having that for lunch I can take a mason jar salad with fresh and cooked veg,
leftover fish or chicken, and a tad of quinoa. Whatever costs I've gained buying organic (mostly),
I've offset by taking my lunch.On the positive side, I have lost 12+ pounds and I was not that over
weight to began with at 6 foot, 192 lbs. My wife, however, has only lost 3-4 pounds, and she
really wants to lost 10+. My goal with the book was to help my gut. My wife just wanted to lose
the weight.So overall I'd say my results are mixed. As a "diet" it's been great. I've lost 12+ pounds
in 5 weeks. I don't actually feel at great as the book claimed I would, but I do feel fine. I still get
the occasional sinus and gut problems. I could be that I still have hidden sensitivities, or maybe
some of that is not related to diet at all. I have some new good food habits, but I'm not not certain
exactly which foods are best for me. I may do some smaller eliminations after I finish the diet
(drinking some wine first!!). I'll change the order adding back some of the suspect foods a little
sooner (for me this is nightshade and nuts) and not worrying about the full range of foods I think
I'm fine with (beef, pork, citrus). I also might try the low FODMAP variation as I suspect I might
be sensitive to those.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Perfect. Perfect”

Tom the Taxi Driver, “Not just a diet book but some incredible recipes!. I purchased this book for
my girlfriend due to an intermittent health condition.The book clearly outlines how you begin the
process of an elimination diet, beneficial for a wide range of health conditions. But the good stuff
is once bad foods have been eliminated is getting into real recipes.It is all real recipes and
whenever I have a meal made from this book it is virtually guilt free, knowing that there is no
nasties and its real food! Incredibly tasty and delicious including a wide range of snacks.
Posting the results of her cooks on instagram definitely sparked a lot of attention and envy in the
quality of the food made.I found that as a by product of this, my girlfriend's health condition
cleared up, but other benefits included; a loss of weight, much brighter glowing skin and better
wellbeing in general.Would highly recommend and we will also refer back to it from the recipes
included.”

MrsA, “Everyone should read this!. So happy I bought this book. Having suffered for years with
acne, fatigue and mood swings. The plan is very simple and easy to follow. Have learnt new
recipes and truth about certain foods. It's a customised diet plan . Worth buying!”

Tori, “My baby would also wake in the night in what seemd like stomach pain/trapped wind (like a
lot of babies). I got this after developing skin irritations aftter giving birth and breastfeeding. My
baby would also wake in the night in what seemd like stomach pain/trapped wind (like a lot of
babies). Anyway,I followed the guidance in this book and my skin irritaions totally went away and
my son's tummy troubles also improved tremendously.”

J. A. Bailey, “Very informative and practical book. Very informative book by Tom Malterre and
Alissa Segersten - very clearly written as everything I have read by them has been. Very
practical book with lots of associated information and about 110 pages of recipes. Great for
sorting out your allergies and intolerances”

Jumping Jack Flash, “but this one is the best. Lots of detail that makes perfect sense. I have
read several book on this subject, but this one is the best. Lots of detail that makes perfect
sense. I have started to follow and so far my rashes are disapearing. I wouldn't hesitate to
recommend this book to others who are suffering.”

The book by William C. Oakes has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 653 people have provided feedback.
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